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ABOUT ANZ 

We provide banking and financial products and services to more than 8.5 million retail 
and business customers and operate across close to 30 markets.

Our expertise, products and services make us a bank. Our people, purpose, values and 
culture make us ANZ.

Our purpose is to shape a world where people and communities thrive. 



An annual event for the Institutional division to help our people connect with our 
strategy and understand our progress. This year, the challenge was to do something 
fresh and new, so we tried Viva Engage.

A TALE OF TWO VERY DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES 



TOP TIPS 

• Create a landing page – your audience will appreciate it 
–  Set up a landing page for event details.
–  Include a brief about the event, a calendar invite link, and participation tips. Promote this in 

your community posts.

• Promotion
– Boost engagement before your event with questions, polls, or teasers. Ask leaders and 

presenters to lead this activity.

• Establish some clear roles
– Producers: Manage event production.
– Moderators: Collate popular questions and ensure presenters are ready to respond.
– Responders: Track un/answered questions, tag subject matter experts to respond, encourage 

conversation.
– Subject matter experts: To build the conversation and respond to questions in the thread – in 

addition to your presenters.



A TALE OF TWO VERY DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES 

Shifting our Australia Retail division-wide Ask me anything style Q&A from Teams Live 
to Viva Engage.

The pros:



A TALE OF TWO VERY DIFFERENT EXPERIENCES 

Shifting our division-wide ‘ask me anything’ style Q&A from Teams Live to Viva Engage.

The cons:
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WHAT WE’VE LEARNT

• Don’t underestimate how a big a change this could be for your audience 
– The anonymity provided by Teams Live is highly valued by some. 
– The lack of ability to rank and vote up questions can make things challenging to ensure a 

democratic process when choosing questions to ask.  

– Not everyone in your audience will understand the value of Viva Engage. 

• Unanswered questions linger
– Unlike a Teams Live Event, unanswered questions hang around for all to see. 
– Make sure you’ve got plenty of subject matter experts on hand to help answer, during and after 

the event. 

• Thorough planning produces positive experiences 



EXTRA BITS

Getting your audience Live Event ready – tips for audience engagement



THANK YOU
Presented by Ryan Crocker, Communications and Adoption Lead at ANZ


